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EMITTANCE GROWTH RATES FOR DISPLACED BEAMS 
O. A. ANDERSON a ) 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley CA 94720 USA 

Emittance growth rates have been previously analyzed for nonuniform beams in linear 
channels [1] and for initially uniform mismatched beams in nonlinear channels [2,3]. These studies 
were for centered beams. Additional emitlance growth can arise in cases where the beam is initially 
displaced [4j. The purpose of this study is to obtain growth rates for displaced beams. 

This work differs from studies involving random displacement of electrodes [5]. Our 
analysis assumes instead that the focusing system is perfectly aligned but that the beam is initially 
displaced with respect to the equilibrium axis. If the focusing force is slightly nonlinear, we find a 
gradual transfer of the potential energy of beam displacement into kinetic energy associated with 
emittance growth. 

We present explicit results for the emittance growth distance as a function of the nonlinearity 
of ll>e channel. These results will have practical importance for designers of accelerators and 
transport systems when setting realistic tolerances for initial beam alignment. These tolerances will 
depend on the noniinearity and the length of the system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Emittance growth in charged beams is caused by conversion of electrostatic energy into 
quasi-disordered transverse kinetic energy. The available electrostatic energy has two sources: the 
free self-field energy, and the free interaction energy between the beam particles and the focusing 
field. As previously shown by simulations [6] and analytically [1], the self-field energy is released 
rapidly in one-quarter of a plasma period. The present report treats the much slower process in 
which interaction energy from beam displacement is converted into rms emittance growth. 

We generalize our previous analysis [1] to include beam displacement and nonlinear focus
ing. Section n gives the solution of the particle equation of motion. We show in section HI that 
the center-of-mass oscillations are damped and derive the damping rate for conversion of potential 
energy of displacement into internal motion of the beam, i.e., into rms emittance growth. 

For simplicity, we analyze the case of uniform sheet beams. Our conclusions (section IV) 
should also apply to moderately warm round beams; see discussion in Ref. [! ]. As before 11,2] we 
simplify our equations by treating a beam of nonrelalivistic particle?, all with mass m, charge e, 
and longitudinal velocity v; we assume transverse velocities « v. 

II. MOTION OF PARTICLES IN A DISPLACED OR MISMATCHED BEAM 

If the initial sheet beam is asymmetric, displaced, and/or mismatched, there will generally be 
center-of mass oscillations and/or rms beamwidth oscillations. A small nonlinearity in the external 
field will slowly transfer the energy of these oscillations into emittance growth. An ion has the 
equation of motion in the presence of a cubic nonlinearity with parameter v: 

x" = - k ^ l + v y + £NX(X,Z) (1) 
where x" = d 2x/dz 2, P = 4jrNe2/mv2, kg2 represents the external focusing force, q = P/k0 , 

x 
Nx(x,z) = |n(x„z)dx, - N, (2) 
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and 
N = 5 jn(x)dx. (3) 

The beam is assumed to be thin, i.e., k0h « 1, and far from conducting plates. We will show that 
emittance grows on a distance scale - 1/v, if the nonlinearity parameter v is small. 

Equations (1-3) apply to the general case of asymmetric warm beams; derivation and 
discussion will be published elsewhere. For simple analytic results, we specialize here to cold 
laminar beams. We will dciive a condition for laminar motion to persist over the long emittance-
growth distance scale so that the last lerm in Eq. (1) remains constant for each particle. We use the 
notation x(0) = !; for initial position and h for the initial beam half-width. The beam is assumed to 
have initial displacement 8x: 

-h + 8x £ % < h + 5x. (4) 

With the notation 8 = 8x/h, and the beam density n(x) assumed initially uniform. 

N - h o - f- J» 

with -1 < % ^ 1- The last term in Eq. (1), which becomes P%, can be eliminated by a change of 
coordinate, 

X-Xo 
y = - ^ (6) 

which gives 
?" (. , . xe 2"l , x e 

2 T I l+Sv-^- ly + 3 v ^ y 2 + vy3 = 0 (7) 

if 

? = X- v Cf ) = Z-vx3 + 0(v2). (8) 
Eq. (7) can be solved to high accuracy by the Linristedt-Poincare' method if the initial beam 
displacement and mismatch are small. We define the small parameter, related to mismatch, 

e = | - l . (9) 
To first order in 8, e, and v, the solution is 

x(X.z) = q X ( ' - v X 2 ) + q(8+ex+V)(3)cos[(l+2VX 2)k 0z]. (10) 

Phase Space Configurations for Displaced or Mismatched Beams. 

Differentiating Eq. (10) with respect to z gives, to lowest order, 

3 r 3 I 
x'(x,z) = -k 0q(8 + ex + vx 3)(l + 2 vX 2)sinLO + 2 v X 2 ) k o z J . HI) 

which, together with Eq. (10), gives the (x,x') phase space configuration for any z < z^j,. 
Particles in different regions oscillate at different frequencies and become increasingly out of step. 
The phase-space configuration becomes increasingly irregular, causing rms emittance growth. 
Figure 1 shows the degree of development of emittance irregularity after 16 plasma periods (i.e., 
koz/2n = 16) for the displaced beam case. 
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I.aminaritv. Laminar motion implies 
n{x,z)dx = n©d£. (12) 

The distance between two particles relative to their small initial separation is 3x/3^; trajectories 
cross at the point where this ratio vanishe.-.. From Eq. (10), 

j | = ^ { l - 3 v x 2 t-(e+3vx 2)coskz-3vk 0zz(8+ex+vx 3)sin[(l+|vx 2)koz]}- (13) 

The reciprocal of Eq. (13) gives the beam density, which becomes singular when trajectory 
crossing first occurs. A study of Eq. (13) shows that this first happens at the beam edge where 
X = 1 and at the point where cos[(l+3v/2)koz] = 0. Then 9x/3!j = 0 gives the critical distance 

1 ' - 3 v 

kf&lil = ^ e " • ( 1 4 ) 
0 c n l 3v 8+e+v 

We will see in section HI that most of the emiltance growth usually occurs for z < z-ail. 
III. DAMPING RATE OF CENTER-OF-MASS MOTION FOR DISPLACED SEAM 

Equation (10) gives the motion of each beam particle. We get the center-of-rnass motion by 
averaging over all the particles. Averages over density profiles are defined by 

<g>(z) = 2 ^ Jdxn(x,z)g(x). (15) 

During the period of laminar flow, we can use Eq. (12) to change the variable of integration from x 
to the initial value %. m { 

<g>(z) = 2W Jd4n(4)g(x(^,z)) = i Jdxg(x(x,z)), (16) 

where in the last expression we changed the integration variable from ^ to x and recalled that the 
initial density was assumed uniform f o r - l < x ^ l . Applying Eq. (16) toEq.(lO), we note that the 
four odd terms drop out by symmetry. The remaining even term can be integrated from 0 to I. 
The sum-of-angles rule gives 

i 

— = 5fdx[cosk 0 z cos § y 2 x 2 - sin k0z s i n f V 2 * 2 ] ' 1 7 ) 

H 0 

where 
y = V(3/it)vk0z . (18) 

Changing the integration variable once more gives the standard forms for Fresnel integrals 

a = w f d t [ c o s 2 l 2 c o s k o z _ s i n 2 " t 2 s i n l c o ^ s — [C(l|/)cosk 0z-S(\jr)sink 0z]. (19) 
" ™ o ™ 

The Fresnel integrals C(ty) and Sty) are discussed in Abramowitz and Stegun [7]. Equation (19) 
gives damping of center-of-mass oscillations due to the increasing denominator xy, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. The oscillation energy is transferred into emittance growth at a rale determined by v. 

For large y , C(\|/) and Sty) -> 0.5 and Eq. (19) becomes 
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| x a v ( z ) = ^ -» 0 . 5 1 (cos V - s i n V ) ( 2 0 > 

(21) 
x

a v cos(k 0z-it/4) _ cos(k 0z-«/4) 

^S V(6/Jt)vk0z Vi2va" 

where we define the normalized length a, equal to the number of cold-beam plasma periods 

The ratio of the interaction energy to its initial value is x a v /5 , this ratio takes on a small value at 
z c r i t , according to Eqs. (14) and (22). Therefore the energy is mostly transferred to emiltance 
growth while the motion is laminar. 

Damping length remittance growth length) forcenler-of-mass oscillations: 

Corresponding to l/"V12vot = 1/e, we have the final result in terms of plasma periods 

«growll, = V - ( 2 3 ) 

Simulations of emittance vs. distance [8] show saturation on the distance scale predicted by 
Eq. (23). The maximum emittance that can be attained is easily found by energy conservation, as 
was done previously for centered beams [2]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Our result, Eq. (23), can be written in terms of the number of focusing cells traversed by the 
beam. For a cold beam in a quadrupole channel, one has approximately a - aBzi2%£, where o 0 

is the vacuum phase advance per cell length 2. Then the number of cells is n =zji = 2tto</o0, 
so that if the undepressed tune is 57°, i.e., if a„ = 1, 

1.2w 
" W i n = 2 l K X gro W 1 h = — • ( 2 4 ) 

We have used Eq. (23) and assumed that it is reasonably accurate for round beams. For v =0.05, 
the emittance growth occurs over about 75 cells. If the beam energy changes along the channel, 
one would use some sort of averaging to estimate the growth length. 
Warm beams: As discussed in Ref. [8], fluid motion is essentially unaffected by beam temperature 
if the tune depression cr/Oo < l/aWi. In the present case, a good criterion is e 0 < 0.5e eg, 
where € 0 and e e g are the initial and final emittances. 
Round heams: The physics of emittance growth has been found to be quite similar for round 
beams and sheet beams [1], although, of course, sheet beams are mathematically simpler. The 
source of emittance growth treated in this paper (free interaction energy) applies to both types of 
beams, and we expect the same damping mechanism to prevail. The damping length calculated in 
this paper should provide reasonable estimates for either sheet beams or round beams. 
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Fig. 1. Emittance diagram plotted from 
Eqs. (10) and (11) after 16 plasma periods. 
Nonlinearity coefficient v = 0.05; 
displacement factor 5 = 0.05; mismatch 
factor (Ref. [8]) \i = e+3v/5 = 0. 
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Fig. 2. Damping of center-of-mass oscillations, 
from Eq. (19). Nonlinearity v = 0.05; 
displacement factor 5 = 0.05; mismatch factor 
(Ref. [8]) n = e+3v/5=0. 
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